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The Trailer Of The Year’s Biggest Adventure Movie
‘Sagardwipe

 
Kolkata, 6th November, 2019: Surinder
upcoming winter release‘SagardwipeyJawkerDhan
ParambrataChattopadhyay,KoelMalli
AdolinaChakraborty, along with music 
 
The film is the second installment
‘JawkerDhan’ in 2017, based on Late 
storiesby the same name. 
ofBimal,GauravChakrabarty joins in the cast as
DrRubiChatterjeein this film. 
 
“It was a great experience working with the entire 
Islands,Krabi&several virgin islands
story and the performances, the special effects and the background scores have uplifted the scale of the 
movie significantly and will be worth looking forward to
SagardwipeyJawkerDhan. 
 
The story of SagardwipeyJawkerDhan
great alternative to the exhausting fossil fuel resources while 
child suffering from a rare ailment.
 
RamyadipSaha is the Director of Photography while
Studios has done the visual effects.
 
SagardwipeyJawkerDhan is scheduled to release on 
theatres and multiplexes across West Bengal.
 
For further information please contact:
AbhishekGhosh / Sami Roy / Anwesha Mukherjee
Sagittarius Communications 
Ph: 8697719319 / 8697719303 
 
 
 
 

 

The Trailer Of The Year’s Biggest Adventure Movie
SagardwipeyJawkerDhan’ Launched 

SurinderFilms &Champion Moviestoday launched the 
SagardwipeyJawkerDhan’ in the presence of the actors, 

KoelMallick,GauravChakrabarty,Shantilal Mukherjee, RajatavaDutta,
music composer, BickramGhosh and director, S

second installment in the adventurous treasure hunt franchise, which was started with 
Late ShriHemendra Kumar Roy’sone of the most popular 

by the same name. While ParambrataChattopadhyay
joins in the cast asKumaralong withKoelMallickwho 

“It was a great experience working with the entire team. We shot extensively 
s near Maya Bay, Trang Cave, Ao Nang &Poda Island

story and the performances, the special effects and the background scores have uplifted the scale of the 
and will be worth looking forward to”, said Mr SayantanGhosal

JawkerDhan centersaroundpeople’s quest for a rare 
the exhausting fossil fuel resources while at the same time have the powers

child suffering from a rare ailment. 

is the Director of Photography while SayantanGhosal has Edited the movie. 
effects. 

is scheduled to release on 6thDecember, 2019 across leading standalone 
theatres and multiplexes across West Bengal. 

please contact: 
/ Anwesha Mukherjee 

/ 8697654597 

 

The Trailer Of The Year’s Biggest Adventure Movie 
 

oday launched the trailer of their 
in the presence of the actors, 
,Shantilal Mukherjee, RajatavaDutta,and 

SayantanGhosal. 

in the adventurous treasure hunt franchise, which was started with 
one of the most popular adventure 

Chattopadhyayreprises the role 
who plays the character of 

We shot extensively in Phi Phi 
near Maya Bay, Trang Cave, Ao Nang &Poda Island. Apart from the 

story and the performances, the special effects and the background scores have uplifted the scale of the 
Mr SayantanGhosal, Director of 

rare chemical which can be a 
at the same time have the powers to curea 

has Edited the movie. SVFX 

across leading standalone 


